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About This Game

Claire is alone, lost, and hunted. The world has quickly becomes shrouded in darkness with unseen threats stalking Claire from
the shadows. Aided by her dog and armed only with a flashlight, Claire must conquer her fear and find her comatose mother.

However, there are others lost in the darkness seeking salvation. Claire must decide who she is going to save. With every choice
she'll begin to discover who she really is and whether she deserves to be saved herself.

-Play as Claire and explore multiple levels accompanied by your dog, Anubis.
- Use a lighter or a mouse-controlled flashlight to explore an increasingly dark world.

-Contend with the panic system, a system that increases the scariness of the environment as fear tightens its grip on Claire.
-Fight back Claire’s fear and stay alert with items scavenged from the dark corners of the world.

-Find others lost in the darkness, help them and decide to save them or leave them be.
-Multiple endings determined by plot choices and interactions with the others.

-Multiple difficulty settings, including “Nightmare” where Claire can literally be scared to death.
-New Game + allows you to keep your items and ramp up the difficulty.
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Title: Claire
Genre: Action, Adventure, Indie
Developer:
Hailstorm Games
Publisher:
Hailstorm Games
Release Date: 7 Jul, 2014

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

OS: Windows Vista

Processor: Dual Core 2.0 Ghz

Memory: 3 GB RAM

Graphics: 256 MB Card

Storage: 1 GB available space

English,French,Italian,German,Japanese,Polish,Portuguese,Russian
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Okay, I've been wanting to get a "new" breakout style game for a while, and this is the first one I bought, and I'm not
disappointed. It's silly and nonsensical, with nicely drawn and sometimes disgusting pixel art, and good physics and some
gameplay twists (bullet time is your most basic arsenal).

Get it while it's cheap.. Sorry, the old feeling of the game is gone.

+ Yes less bugs
- Cant do options tho in game
- There's diffrent levels now instead of one world.
- No char generation
- UI used to be better.
- UNITY worst game engine ever.
Nice to try fast stuff in but bad for stable heavy loaded gaming.
+ models \/ textures look fine tho
. There might be an audience for this, but I'm not sure what that is. It tries to skirt the line between perversion and emotion, and
it ends up not working on either side.

As a sexual game, it gets in its own way and struggles to keep you in the mood through all the cringe of the kind of fantasy that
it's trying to sell here. Plus, the sexual scenes are robotic and poorly animated. As a girlfriend simulator, it's so infantile and
tropey (even comically so) that it could work for a very young audience, but not an adult one.

On a plus side, the model is cute and the non-sexual animations are generally good, but that's about it.

I have to be especially harsh on it considering the price. It definitely wasn't worth it.. Great idea and concept, needs a lot more
work.
Game was over for me pretty quick, couldn't buy anymore then it turns into an exchange simulator.

I would like to see some additions by the dev:
Easier Shop UI with additional items
Obviously wider choice of motherboards, cpus, gpus and even add other components involved with building mining rigs, psu etc
etc
Add the option of purchasing and moving locations to build the ultimate mining farm
Add altcoins
Add scenarios such as utility bills (Electric) which have to be paid monthly. So a date clock would be required.
Random scenarios with power failures, component breakdowns etc etc

Other than it being extremely basic, i like the idea and hope it gets improved.. This game has a perfect amount of skeletons.
Great job! I'm impressed.. I have played all MI-games (even Tales of Monkey Island), this was the worst. The controlls where
beyond horrible, annyoing puzzles (Monkey Kombat wtf)

Only play this game if you have played the others and want to complete them all.

Edit: Game crashed for me ALOT, i have a very high end pc for 2018 and couldnt even tab out of the game (tried various video
settings) so you have to save the game at least every 5-10 minutes.

Also the game bugged for me two times (only) so i couldn´t progress any further without load the latest save and try again.. In
2000 i purchased this game retail played the ever living hell out of this game over my summers staying up till 3 or 4 in the
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morning just to start again and again day after day for the thrill of flying in outer space on my 333 Mghz windows 98 computer.
Purchased again off a third party site in 2009 that allowed cd key to be used max 3 times played the hell out of it again used my
code 3 times due to computer upgrades not played again until today when it was seen on steam... well here goes the rest of my
life friends may not hear from me again till i complete both sides of the story... again and again. 10/10 to be realistic in my
rating but if up to me this game would be a requirement to even be considered a gamer. Oh yea... Bruce Campbell the glorious
thief from Xena but still a bad♥♥♥♥. This thing is great! i use it for MMO games when i just need extra buttons that i do not
have.. Still too many bugs, can't play with friends on multi because battle always have endless block.
Just look on that: https://youtu.be/ZaD6x1LSZeU?t=906. Maybe steam achievements would be a cool think to add?

Great game btw, sadly never finished it cause i didn't see any point on reaching the end without any goals, such as achievements
(ik im repeating myself, but who cares)
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This is the funnest\/most addicting game ever!. Pretty Cool Heads.

(Also Supporting The Devs). It's a good game but it has bugs that prevent you progressing. Until they are fixed there's no point
playing it.. The \u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665 did i play. Been a fan since the Humble store release. A fun, devious game about
ruining the world for your own profit. Unsparing in its critique of corporate globalization, and ridiculously entertaining in a
Diplomacy-esque "are you sure you still want to be friends with these people" kind of way. Definitely worth the (modest)
investment for fans of strategy games and those with a pretty dark sense of humor.. Fun concept, hilarious game. I thoroughly
enjoyed setting up my turrets and tanks while waiting for the monster to show up. Will definitely play more.. Wanna gamble
with your PC and\/or working OS?
Well if yes this is the oftware for you because it can:

A) Mess up your drives so nothing works.
B) Break your current installation of your OS
C) Brick your PC or worse
D) Actually update some old drivers
E) Do nothing because you have up to date drivers

But the fun part is that you never know what you get!

Just to make it clear.
I would rather recommend to use Driver Fusion but even this software is not 100% working but at least it never bricked a PC I
ever used it on.

Getting a license is actually less useful than using 27,99\u20ac to start a campfire.
The only difference is getting Java and some other game related updates via this software then Windows Updates and Java
autoupdates.

I am glad that I never had to pay for a "Pro" version of this software because I was an translator for them.
I had to install the software to test my translations and it made my PC slower and even worse.

Just keep your PC clean, defrag your regestry with CCleaner free sometimes, don't download any b******
(I'm looking at you totallyyourfavouritesongdownloadwithnovirus.exe or
stuffyouusuallyneedtopayforbutnowforfreewithnokeloggerorotherstufftrustus.exe downloader).

Oh and also backup your important data and do a clean install of your OS about every 2-3 years!. Amazing job, this is a well
thought out story straight to the end. The horror elements are definitely there. I'd say this is an underrated rpg horror game that
deserves more praise. 10\/10!. If you like RTS warfare with tanks and small squads of men then this is likely something you
already have in your library, if not then you might have spoilt your appetite with other games that fit this genre. Personally it's a
favourite in this kind of genre and unfortunely it only has spiritual successors since the developers now defunct.

Like I've said in another review, if I could jump into a time machine and intervene at the point of purchasing, I wouldn't
intervene since it was worth every penny.
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